DATA SHEET

// Protect and Simplify the Management
of Endpoint Device Machine Identities
Increasingly, employees and contractors are working

Enterprise Mobility Protect
At a Glance

remotely and on the go. However, their need to
access corporate network resources doesn’t stop just
because they are no longer in the building. In order

Venafi Enterprise Mobility Protect safeguards
machine identities used on the endpoints that
access enterprise networks. It ensures that the
machine identities of all employee, contractor
computers and mobile devices comply with

to protect the communication between enterprise
networks and the rapidly increasing number of
endpoints, organizations must provide the endpoint
devices with secure machine identities for encryption,
decryption and authentication.

policy and are securely managed and automated.

However, if the digital certificates that serve as

With Enterprise Mobility Protect, you can help

machine identities for these endpoints are not

prevent endpoint machine identities from being

protected, they become prime targets for

stolen, forged or inappropriately used to gain

cybercriminals who want access to critical enterprise

unauthorized access to corporate resources.

systems and data.

Enterprise-Class Solution

With Venafi Enterprise Mobility Protect, organizations

• Get complete visibility and control of
machine identities across Windows, macOS,
iOS and Android devices
• Use out-of-the-box integrations for
Windows and macOS

can secure endpoint machine identities by managing
device and user certificates through a central
certificate security platform. The Venafi Platform
delivers certificate issuance and distribution,
visibility and policy enforcement, as well as the
control needed to terminate access.

• Integrate immediately with popular Enterprise
Mobility Management systems using industry
standard protocols
• Leverage integration with multiple
Certificate Authorities
• Support NAC, 802.11x and other use cases

“We’re working towards issuing
certificates to every single endpoint
that’s on the map and bringing
those under one centralized
management view.”
Venafi Customer, Top 50 Global Bank
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Unique Endpoint Security Challenges
Most enterprises use multiple Certificate

The Solution: Venafi Enterprise
Mobility Protect

Authorities (CAs) to issue machine identities used

Venafi Enterprise Mobility Protect is an enterprise

for endpoint devices. But each CA only offers limited

class solution that delivers continuous visibility

visibility into a subset of machine identities. As a

and comprehensive intelligence across all endpoint

result, administrators lack the visibility and intelligence

devices that are authorized to access enterprise

needed to assess endpoint machine identity risk,

resources. The solution supports multiple CAs,

prioritize remediation and demonstrate compliance.

maximizing enterprise flexibility.

In addition, regular employee turnover makes

Endpoint device and user certificates are secured to

protecting endpoint machine identities even more

prevent data loss and unauthorized access to critical

challenging. When an employee is terminated,

networks and data, enabling enterprise business

resigns or is reassigned, machine identity protection

initiatives like these:

tasks can be an arduous, error-prone manual process,
making it difficult for administrators to quickly identify
which certificates need to be removed or replaced.
This can result in ongoing access to enterprise
resources by terminated employees.
Automation is critical to fast incident response.
But without central visibility and machine identity
details, organizations don’t have the intelligence
necessary to automate basic machine identity tasks or
respond quickly to endpoint machine identity security
incidents. Without this intelligence and automation,
organizations are also unable to audit or report on the
life cycle and security of machine identity protection.

• Network access control
• 802.11x for wireless access
• Web application access
Certificates are generated and delivered securely to
device trust stores according to corporate policies
and approved workflows. Because all certificates are
continuously monitored and managed throughout
their life cycle, organizations have complete visibility
into all mobile certificates in use and have the
ability to orchestrate machine identities across
multiple devices.

This results in increased security and operational risks
as well as the potential for negative audit findings.
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This visibility provides a comprehensive inventory
and identifies duplicate, orphaned or unneeded
certificates that can then be removed and revoked.
Together, these capabilities allow security and IT
teams to respond rapidly and effectively to endpoint
machine identity security incidents and deliver
on‑demand reporting for risk and compliance teams.
Enterprise Mobility Protect can also be used to
offer a secure web-based, self-service portal. End
users can quickly request certificates for WiFi, VPN,
email and other applications. The end-user certificate
issuance is preconfigured to enforce policies, ensuring
endpoint machine identities remain secure.

How It Works
Venafi Enterprise Mobility Protect supports three
deployment models:
• User portal model for manual use cases
• A gent model for automated certificate visibility
and protection
• Integrated model, using protocols like SCEP,
for EMM/MDM implementations

Next Steps
Looking to secure the trust in your endpoint

Trusted by
5 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Health Insurers
5 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Airlines
3 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Retailers

machine identities? Contact us to learn more about

4 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Banks

how you can gain visibility and control over your

4 OF THE 5 Top U.K. Banks

employees’ device and user certificates device

4 OF THE 5 Top S. African Banks

and user certificates to prevent data loss and

4 OF THE 5 Top AU Banks

unauthorized access.
About Venafi
Venafi is the cybersecurity market leader in
machine identity protection, securing the
cryptographic keys and digital certificates
on which every business and government
depends to deliver safe machine-to-machine
communication. Organizations use Venafi
key and certificate security to protect
communications, commerce, critical systems
and data, and mobile and user access.
To learn more, visit www.venafi.com
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